2021 Minecraft Challenge: Primary and Intermediate Rubric

Knowledge Gained
Submission should demonstrate
knowledge and understanding of
how we can help our planet and
the people who live here.

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

1
Submission doesn’t show
that any research was
done to understand the
UN Sustainable
Development Goals.

2
Submission somewhat
addresses the problems
and demonstrates that
research may have been
done but it not clearly
presented. What the
team learned was
somewhat shown in the
build.
Builder (s) used design
elements of Minecraft to
design a solution to a UN
Sus. Dev. Goal. Some
elements detract from
the theme.

3
Submission demonstrates
the topic was researched
and one UN Sustainability
goal is shown and
presented clearly. What
the builder(s) learned is
clearly described.

Extending

4
Submission shows
evidence of research into
problems that our world
is facing and an accurate,
clear solution to at least
one of the UN Sus. Dev.
Goals. Builder (s)
knowledge of theme is
clearly shown.
Submission demonstrates Submission shows a
a clear solution to a UN
meaningful solution to at
Dev. Sus. Goal and
least one UN Sus. Dev.
features of Minecraft
Goals. Features of
were used to enhance the Minecraft are used to
build.
create a realistic (can be
futuristic) solution.

Design
Minecraft Build demonstrates
clear solutions for how we can
help our environment,
community and individuals.
Minecraft design features are
used to show the solution (s).

The submission doesn’t
address the theme. The
Minecraft build doesn’t
show a clear solution to a
UN Sus Dev Goal.

Originality and Creativity
Minecraft build should show
creativity and original thought in
the solution to the UN Sus. Goal
problem (do not use pre-builds).

The submission lacks
original thought and
creativity.

The submission is
somewhat creative.

The submission is original
and creative. Some
innovative or creative
solutions are explored.

The submission is
original, creative, and
meaningful and provides
an original solution to a
real-world problem.

Oral Presentation
Students should submit a video in
Flipgrid that clearly outlines the
problems that they were working
on and their solution. They
should explain all the features of
their build.

Submission video
minimally explains the
build and how it solves a
Un Sus. Dev. Goal.
Speaking wasn’t clear.

Submission video
somewhat explains how
the UN Sus. Dev. Goal
was solved. Speaking was
somewhat clear. Not all
of the elements are
clearly explained.

Submission video
identifies the UN Sus.
Dev. Goal that was
addressed and the
speaking clearly explains
how the build solves the
problem.

Student (s) describe the
details of their project
explaining how they
solved one or more of the
UN Sus Dev Goals and
how it will help the world.
Speaking was clear and
easy to understand.
Special features of the
build are showcased.

Score
/16

